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Had my power brick that came with the Xbox one have trouble with powering up my Xbox. Got this

power brick as a cheaper alternative than going through the official Xbox one power brick

replacement. It works great like it should. If for whatever reason you need an Xbox one power brick I

think this is a great purchase

I bought this to replace my Xbox One power cord because I had went out and I thought something

was wrong with my Xbox so I called Xbox and they wanted $120 just to look at it and fix whatever

was wrong with it so I would have ended up paying $120 for a power cord which is just ridiculous

and it would have taken 3 weeks for them to get it back to me when I got this one for a third of the

price and I got it in 3 days but you can't because it worked perfectly fine there was no issue with it I

didn't hear any humming sound like some of the other people stated in the reviews but it does work

fine I do play my console all day long and I've had no issues with it if I have some issues with it in

the future I will update my review but as of now I am very pleased with my purchase.If you have any

questions about this Xbox One power cord feel free to ask me.Also he felt my review to be helpful

please check this is helpful... Thanks!Update. So the power brick finally stopped working i was

hoping that it would last longer than it did but I guess you pay for what you get also after the first

month it started having a loud whining noise to it I wouldn't recommend buying us I would have buy

it again that is for sure it only works great for a month and then started having issues with it after

that and now it finally broke and doesn't even power on my Xbox anymore it sits on the floor never

moves but yet you can hear something that broke off inside of it rolling around if you live to break up

save your money by the actual Microsoft brand one

As a gift, I bought an XBOX One for my brother. I didn't realize till after I hand carefully read through

over the label on the original power supply that it was not rated for 220V. My brother currently is

living in Chile - so the original Power Supply would not work. I also did not realize that the power

supply uses about 200W of power - so the use of a transformer rated above the power needed

would be big and cumbersome.To resolve this issue - I also purchased this Ortz AC Adapter Power

Supply for the XBOX One. It arrived a few days after I ordered. My brother is now in Chile and has

indicated that this power supply is working perfectly with 220V input and without making any noises

that he can perceive. It does exactly what I expected from it.Now, if you will excuse me, I got to get

online myself and kick my bro's... I mean, play a few games with my brother. :)



Actually I bought this for my son cause his AC adaptor that came with xbox one stopped working.

We originally went to Game Stop to get replacement and they wanted $ 69.00 for a replacement

and it would take a week to get it.I was able to go on  and locate this and liked the reviews so took a

chance and got this one using my prime.I had to text my son to get his feedback since I do not play

his xbox one.he indicated " yeah it's working great" and "it's pretty quiet!"and my input "liked the

price!" :o) LP

Omgoodness......FINALLY A CORD THAT WORKS WELL .... so glad we ordered this from ya'all!!!

We have been thru 3 prior replacement cords and none of which has been this quality nor this

QUIET.... I am so thankful and so is MY SON!!! Happy child = Happy mamma!!!

So far so good! It is as described. It's only been a few days.. and so far it's working well. I've come

across some reviews that people say their fan is loud. My power brick is very quiet. It also doesn't

get too hot. It's warm, but a tolerable warm. The power is working and the fan is keeping it cool and

quiet. I hope it stays this way. I usually keep my things in great condition.. so it should :) I would

definitely buy something else from the seller.

There's not a problem in the world with it. It makes a really really quiet humming noise, but the Xbox

itself is louder than it, if that gives you an idea of how loud it is. It's fantastic would buy again if I

needed to. Everyone who has complained about this product or had a bad experience I don't know

what to tell you because it's fine.

***Update*** I've had this power cord since August of last year (2016) and it's still going strong. Just

so all of you who read reviews know that it is a good deal and it's a trustworthy product. 6 Months

and it hasn't died, started making noises, sparking, or nothing.***End update***I love this. I was

skeptical when buying it because I didn't want it to fry my xbox and void my warrenty, but this has

been amazing. It arrived later than it said it would, but that issue was quickly fixed. The fan is

insanely quiet and I haven't had it short out on me. Had it for a few months now and my xbox gets a

lot of heavy use on it (12-18hrs per day). Holds up very well. Would definitely recommend
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